
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          KARTHEA SHIPPING COMPANY 
                                                        ΑΣΥΝΟΔΕΥΤΑ  ΟΧΗΜΑΤΑ 

                                                         UNACCOMPANIED  VEHICLES 

                                                                      Shipping – Loading 

Vessel’s Name:-_________________________________________________________________________ 

Vehicle Registration Number:-_____________________________________________________________ 

Sender’s Name:-________________________________________________________________________ 

Sender’s ID Number:-____________________________________________________________________ 

Sender’s Contact Phone Number:-__________________________________________________________ 

Recipient Name:-________________________________________________________________________ 

Recipient’s ID Number:-__________________________________________________________________ 

Recipient’s Contact Phone Number:-________________________________________________________ 

Comments:-____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Sender hereby accepts the following:- 

 

1. Proceed to board the vehicle an hour before the ship's departure. If for any reason sender does not arrive in time, the 

carrier may refuse to board the vehicle without being liable for any compensation, change of the date of the ticket or 

refund of the fare. 

2. In the event that he does not own the vehicle, the carrier shall not be liable for any claim by the owner unless it 

relates to damage suffered by the vehicle during his stay in the garage. Thus for any other claim of the owner 

responsible for compensation is the same. 

3. In the event that the designated consignee is not presented or is not presented in time, he undertakes to compensate 

the company for the period of time the vehicle will remain in the ship's garage. 

4. There is no value item or money in the vehicle for which compensation may be claimed. 

5. The person responsible for loading the vehicle on board is the sender while the consignee is responsible for 

unloading it. For any damage caused on the vehicle by incorrect handling of the sender or the consignee, the carrier 

bears no responsibility. 

6. In the event that the vehicle cannot be moved due to failure, sender is responsible for unloading the vehicle at its own 

expense. 

7. The consignee will inform the Ship's Executive Officer of any damage he believes was caused to the vehicle during his 

stay in the ship's garage. After the vehicle is delivered to the consignee, the company does not recognize any 

declaration of damage. 

8. The carrier has no responsibility for any problem that occurs during the unloading of the vehicle, under the control of 

the Port Authority. 

9. Undertakes to compensate the carrier for any requirements and any costs it may be required to pay for damages, 

penalties or fines imposed by a port authority, customs or other authority, in relation to the vehicle. 

10. The vehicle does not carry dangerous, flammable loads or illegal loads  
 

Signature: ________________________________________________ 

Date: ____________________________________________________ 

 

In addition to Orders 2211.12/39/04 and 2211.12/01/29.09.2011 issued by the 1st Department of the Directorate of Security 

(YNANP). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

       Receipt – Unloading 
Recipient’s Name:-_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Recipient’s ID Number:-________________________________________________________________________________ 

Recipient’s Contact Phone Number:-______________________________________________________________________ 

Comments:-__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Recipient hereby accepts: 

1. That any perceived problem of the vehicle will indicate before he receives it or unload it. 

 

Signature: ___________________________________________________ 

Date: _______________________________________________________ 

 

In addition to Orders 2211.12/39/04 and 2211.12/01/29.09.2011 issued by the 1st Department of the Directorate of Security 

(YNANP). 

 


